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Abstract
Glacier National Park has seen an overwhelming increase in visitors
throughout the past few years. They have been forced to shut down sections of the
park to alleviate congestion from overcrowded parking lots. This year the Howe
Ridge Fire prevented the team’s original date of arrival. The team spent the first
half of the term in Acadia National Park, where the project was tailored to their
similar congestion situation, while still working towards the goals for Glacier. The
objectives focused on alleviating congestion organically by providing park visitors
with the information necessary to reduce congestion themselves. In each location,
the team determined the current state of congestion management tools and
infrastructure, then investigated and compared solutions that best fit each park. The
team’s recommended solution combines a newly developed webcam network and
an easily accessible traffic and congestion page within the NPS website for
respective parks.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
Eco-tourism throughout the United States has hit record highs in the past five years. The
United States has 59 National Parks protecting over 84 million acres for the enjoyment of present
and future generations. Recent congestion poses a unique challenge to parks which want to
preserve their lands while still providing access to visitors. Glacier National Park (GNP) is no
exception. Its yearly visitation has doubled since 2000, with a one million visitor increase from
2015 to 2017.
The goal of this project is to help GNP alleviate congestion and enhance their current
congestion management options. We aim to help the park collect congestion information and
communicate it to visitors so they have the ability to solve this issue independently.

Background
Aside from its namesake glaciers, GNP is home to many attractions, such as
campgrounds, hotels, boat tours, driving tours, horseback riding, watersports, hiking, and
restaurants. These attractions draw large and diverse crowds, from those looking for a quick day
hike to those on a weeklong getaway. Glacier National Park saw a record high in visitation last
year with over 3.3 million visitors, nearly double the number of visitors from the year 2000.
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Figure 1: Annual Visits to GNP from 2000 to 2017

Popular sites within the park include Camas, Goat Lick, Many Glacier, Polebridge, Two
Medicine, and Saint Mary Ridge Road, shown on the map in Figure 3, below. In 2016, the
number of visitors by month to these areas ranges from 2,300 to 70,000 in peak season. The
number of vehicles per month visiting or passing Camas, Goat Lick, Many Glacier, Polebridge,
Two Medicine, and Saint Mary Ridge Road are displayed in Figure 3, with exact values
available in Table 2 of Appendix A (Monthly Public Use Report).
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Figure 2: Map of Popular Sites with Car Counters

Figure 3: Graph of Counted Vehicles by Month at Various Locations
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Since congestion is a fairly recent issue, parks have relatively small toolkits when it
comes to handling congestion. GNP uses an assortment of methods for collecting traffic
information and communicating to visitors. These tools can be considered a loose congestion
response protocol, but are generally informal, undocumented and unstandardized. Existing
initiatives to alleviate congestion include signage, ranger and volunteer assistance, shuttle
systems, Twitter and Facebook pages, scaled pricing, car counters, and some webcams.

Methodology
Glacier National Park aims to reduce vehicle congestion by improving communication of
congestion issues to its visitors, allowing them to make more informed decisions to reduce
traffic. In order to do this we investigated the feasibility of a webcam network, which would be
used to monitor live traffic conditions, and methods of communicating information to visitors, in
order to determine the most effect methods. We broke our project into five objectives:
Objective 1. Identify the existing methods for traffic management and communication
Objective 2. Assess the current state of ANP’s & GNP’s telecommunication
infrastructure
Objective 3. Identify the requirements of traffic webcam systems for ANP & GNP and
determine the most favorable webcam for each park
Objective 4. Determine the optimal locations for traffic monitoring webcams
Objective 5. Determine ways to increase communication of congestion information to the
public
Our first objective was primarily achieved before arrival at our project sites. Through
correspondence with park staff and field observations, we were able to identify the various
methods both ANP & GNP use for managing congestion.
Achieving Objective 2 in ANP was very straightforward since most information of
relevant infrastructure in ANP was was already compiled during a previous IQP. Gaps in
knowledge were filled by correspondence with park staff and field observations. Objective 2 was
primarily achieved through correspondence with park staff. In Glacier, we had little knowledge
of existing infrastructure even up to our arrival on site. Through email and in person meetings,
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we obtained information on including power lines, hard-wired internet, and existing webcams.
To supplement information from park staff, we also made field observations.
Objective 3 was separated into two main parts. The first part was to determine what
features were needed in a webcam that would be suitable for ANP and GNP. These features
determined through analyzing the conditions and infrastructure of both parks. Also,
communication with park staff provided additional information on what specifications were
necessary for a webcam. The second part of this objective was choosing a webcam based on the
features that were deemed most important. Three webcams were considered for potential
solutions; an off-the-shelf solution, the webcams each park was already using, and a prototype
webcam created by the team.
Completing objective 4 required using information gathered in objectives 2 and 3. Once
we knew the infrastructure throughout each park and what webcam we would be focusing on, we
could focus on where the cameras would be located. The potential camera sites were assessed on
two factors; (1) whether the site had the infrastructure to support the chosen webcam and (2)
whether the site provides vital information on congestion. We traveled to sites with both of these
features to identify feasible camera mounting locations. Cadillac Mountain camera locations are
shown below.

Figure 4: Camera Locations On Cadillac Mountain
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The number of webcams necessary to effectively convey congestion at each site was also
determined.
Our final objective was to recommend ways to effectively inform visitors of traffic issues
in the park. In order to do this, we first researched how visitors plan their trips to learn what
resources they use and when they access them. We then dove into analytics of visitation to the
NPS websites for ANP & GNP so we could identify how visitors navigate through the website so
we can make traffic and congestion information easily accessible to viewers. We also researched
how national parks communicate traffic, congestion, overcrowding, and related transportation
information. We investigated these characteristics across many national park websites including
Acadia, Glacier, Zion, Arches, Mount Rainier and Grand Canyon National Park. The four major
aspects we looked into were what information is provided, where the information is located, how
it is displayed, and how the information can be accessed.

Results
Regarding results for Objective 1, we gained much more insight on the current state of
ANP & GNP’s traffic management and communication methods. ANP & GNP use similar tools
for managing traffic and congestion. One of the most common tools is signage, notices, and
cones which rangers use to inform visitors of changes to traffic and temporary regulations, or to
reinforce existing regulations which are often overlooked when congestion is extreme. Other
tools include rangers on the ground informing visitors and directing traffic, shuttle systems used
to reduce the use of personal vehicles, chalking used for marking parking spaces, park closures
used only as a last resort, the Twitter and Facebook pages used to update parking lot statuses,
scaled pricing to incentivize visitors to visit out of peak season, car counters used to track the
number of vehicles using a road, and webcams (GNP only) used to monitor entrances and
parking lots.
For assessing the current telecommunication infrastructure, Objective 2, our team was
able to find specific information for each park regarding radio signal, cell coverage, power
options, internet options, and existing webcams. We discovered that radio signal is the most
reliable and commonly used form of communication within the park. Cellular service was also
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common throughout ANP, but virtually non-existent in GNP. Contrastly, GNP was equipped
with with more power lines and internet cables than ANP, which had nealy no wired internet
throughout the park. Acadia had one functional webcam located at Thunder Hole looking at
toward the horizon over the water. Glacier, being the forerunner in national park webcams, has a
sophisticated system of 15 webcams that overlook at scenery, roads, and parking lots. Glacier
was the first national park to develop a network of webcams and share them with the public on
their website.
Regarding Objective 3, we were able to establish the minimum requirements for
implementing traffic webcams in ANP & GNP and compare different camera options. The ideal
webcam would be low cost, noninvasive, FTP compatible. Additionally, in some areas of the
park where there are no power lines or internet cables, solar power and cellular connectivity is a
necessary feature for webcams. After analyzing and testing the several webcam options, it was
concluded that the webcam prototype developed by the team was best suited as a low cost,
non-invasive, seasonal webcam.
Based on our results of Objective 2 and 3 we were able to determine optimal locations for
traffic webcams, Objective 4. In ANP, we selected Cadillac Mountain, Blue Hill Overlook, and
Jordan Pond as ideal sites for initial implementation. In GNP, we selected Apgar Visitor Center
Lot, Saint Mary Visitor Center, and Two Medicine were chosen in GNP. All these sites have the
infrastructure to support a webcam system and are key areas of congestion that the parks would
like to monitor.
Finally, for Objective 5, we determined ways to increase communication of congestion
information to the public. We found that, based off pre-planning trends, the most effective way
to reach visitors is through the NPS website. To maximize the number of people reading
congestion information, we recommend ANP & GNP create and/or maintain Traffic & Travel tip
pages, dedicated pages for displaying information on this subject. To maximize views of this
page and make it easily accessible to website users, the parks should post it on both their home
page and as a link on the Plan Your Visit drop down menu. Finally, the parks should make
creative visuals for quickly communicating important communication. Parks should utilize
information and images captured by the proposed webcam network.
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Discussion
After compiling all of our results, we discuss limitations of the Raspberry Pi as a
solution, future potential for a webcam network, and outcome assessment. Raspberry Pi’s offer a
noninvasive and affordable option for implementing a webcam network; however, there are
some limitations including weather proofing and ease of use. Should the parks implement a
webcam system, even one as basic as the Raspberry Pi’s, they would gain the the opportunity for
automated mass data collection. Webcams are a great way to reliably collect lots of data with
minimal labor required after setup. Benefits of this include insightful data on traffic behavior, a
reduction in digital storage requirements, and the automation of updates to reduce ranger
workload. Lastly, we added our thoughts on assessing the effects of acting on our
recommendations and discuss possible alternative methods for collecting images of congested
roadways.

Conclusion
Acadia National Park and Glacier National Park are both experiencing significant and
increasing congestion. This congestion has prompted parks to look for better methods of
monitoring and communicating congestion issues in both parks. Research into each park’s
current method of monitoring, managing, and communicating congestion was conducted. This
research, along with the parks desires, were considered in creating solutions for monitoring and
communicating congestion. It was determined that both ANP and GNP have the infrastructure
and resources to implement a network of traffic monitoring cameras.
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1. Introduction
Eco-tourism throughout the United States has hit record highs in the past five years. The
United States has 59 National Parks protecting over 84 million acres for the enjoyment of present
and future generations. In 2016 alone, over 331 million visitors flocked to National Parks
throughout the states, a population greater than the population of the United States itself. This
unprecedented and ongoing increase in visitors poses challenges for national parks and visitors
alike. The National Park Service faces increasing environmental impacts from rising
maintenance costs while visitors face heavy traffic, increasing prices, and park closures. As
overcrowding becomes a more pressing issue, parks are looking for ways to manage congestion,
such as reservation systems and more effective communication.
Glacier National Park (GNP) is no exception. Its yearly visitation has doubled since
2000, with a one million visitor increase from 2015 to 2017. On top of increasing popularity,
Glacier must also accommodate the seasonal fluctuations of visitors brought on by its long, cold
winters that leave a small summer window for visitors. In 2017, over 3 million visitors journeyed
through GNP, with 1 million of those visits in July alone. Parking lots reach capacity as early as
9am, causing congestion along connected roads. In order to reduce traffic, GNP frequently closes
popular locations such as Many Glacier, the focus of our project.
Roads are scarce in GNP, so visitors headed to Many Glacier only have one option for
reaching their destination by car: Many Glacier Road. This narrow two way road takes visitors
from the eastern border of GNP 8 miles deep into the Many Glacier region, home to popular
trailheads, hotels, scenic views, and more. Since it is the only road for accessing these amenities,
there are no alternative routes available for diverting traffic. This magnifies the congestion
problem caused by parking shortages.
GNP has conducted several studies on visitor usage, including what locations they visit,
their motivations for using the shuttle system, and factors in deciding where to park. Moreover,
the National Park Service (NPS) provides all parks with a Congestion Management Toolkit,
which provides methods of controlling traffic. However, during peak seasons, GNP staff is
overwhelmed by visitors and unable to investigate the issue and conduct research. The park
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struggles to monitor vehicle traffic and communicate conditions to visitors. Since staff is unable
to quickly detect and communicate issues, like parking shortages, problems go unattended and
grow with time.
The goal of this project is to help GNP alleviate congestion and enhance their current
congestion management options. We aim to help the park collect live congestion information and
communicate it to visitors. Providing better information to visitors, and making this information
more accessible to visitors, will help them make better decisions when planning their trips. Our
overall goal is to help the park provide the necessary information for visitors to reduce
congestion on their own.
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2. Background
2.1 Glacier National Park & Increasing Congestion
Glacier National Park, founded in 1910, encompasses over one million acres of carefully
preserved land. GNP protects its 26 Glaciers, over 700 lakes, and 151 trails spanning 745 miles
(Fact Sheet, 2017). As one of the many national parks regulated by the United States National
Park Service (NPS), GNP shares the same mission and core values as its parent organization.
The mission of NPS is as follows;

“The National Park Service preserves unimpaired the natural and cultural resources and
values of the national park system for the enjoyment, education, and inspiration of this
and future generations. The National Park Service cooperates with partners to extend the
benefits of natural and cultural resource conservation and outdoor recreation throughout
this country and the world” (Ammerman, 2016).

As illustrated in its mission statement, the NPS is focused on the continued preservation of both
the ecological and cultural features of its parks. In line with its mission, the NPS’s core values
are Shared Stewardship, Excellence, Integrity, Tradition and Respect (Ammerman, 2016).
Glacier National Park, in addition to its shared principles with the NPS, has its own set of values
and purpose.

“The purpose of Glacier National Park, part of the world’s first international peace
park, is to preserve the scenic glacially carved landscape, wildlife, natural processes,
and cultural heritage at the heart of the Crown of the Continent for the benefit,
enjoyment, and understanding of the public (Ammerman, 2016).”

In addition, GNP’s fundamental values are Glaciated Geologic Landscape / The
Miistakis, Clean Water and Air, Diverse Habitats that Support Iconic Wildlife, Tribal
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Connections, Variety of Recreational Opportunities, and International Peace Park (Ammerman,
2016). Glacier National Park is focused on the preservation of its land, ecology, water, air, and
culture. These values guide parks in all their decisions, including how to manage visitor use and
congestion.
Recent congestion poses a unique challenge to parks which want to preserve their lands
while still providing access to visitors. Glacier National Park saw a record high in visitation last
year with over 3.3 million visitors, nearly double the number of visitors from the year 2000.
Annual visitation from 2000 to 2017 is displayed below in Figure 1, with complete data available
in Table 1 of Appendix A (Stats Report Viewer).

Figure 1: Annual Visits to Glacier National Park from 2000-2017

The central problem GNP faces is more cars wanting to enter the park than there are
available parking spaces. This parking shortage results in more problems such as prohibited
roadside parking, road congestion, and diversion of park resources (End of Season Report,
2017). When parking lots fill, visitors often begin parking on road shoulders, as shown in Figure
2 below. This is narrows the roads, forcing drivers to lower their speeds and makes it difficult for
cars to turn around. As parking lots fill, congestion on the roads builds up. A major limitation to
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traffic flow is that most roads throughout the park are only two lanes wide, one lane for each
direction (Congestion Assessment, 2017). This means that traffic in one area of a road will affect
all areas of the road, especially when roads are congested.

Figure 5: Roadside Parking in GNP, Photo from tripadvisor.com

There are rarely alternative routes for reaching the same destination, so redirecting traffic
is not always a feasible remedy to congestion. Roadside parking and vehicle congestion also
makes it difficult and dangerous for pedestrians or bicyclists to use roads, and discourages
alternative transportation. Finally, congestion issues drain the park’s resources, particularly the
time of workers. Staff such as the social media team and rangers must drop their work in order to
attend to traffic issues (Congestion Assessment, 2017). Rangers are also responsible for
managing traffic through tasks like putting up cones and talking to visitors.
Popular sites within the park include Camas, Goat Lick, Many Glacier, Polebridge, Two
Medicine, and Saint Mary Ridge Road, shown on the map in Figure 3, below. GNP has tracked
vehicle traffic in these areas using car counters set at road and parking lot entrance ways. In
2016, the number of visitors by month to these areas ranges from 2,300 to 70,000 in peak
months. The number of vehicles per month visiting or passing Camas, Goat Lick, Many Glacier,
Polebridge, Two Medicine, and Saint Mary Ridge Road are displayed in Figure 4, below, with
exact values available in Table 2 of Appendix A (Monthly Public Use Report).
23

Figure 6: Map of Popular Sites with Car Counters
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Figure 7: Graph of Counted Vehicles by Month at Various Locations

Another important factor that influences congestion is visit duration. GNP could
theoretically accommodate thousands of visitors a day with only a few hundred parking spots, if
they were all passing through quickly. In reality, visitors park their cars for anywhere between
ten minutes to whole weeks. Longer visits result in fewer turnovers of parking spots and decrease
the GNP’s daily vehicle capacity. In its busiest month from 2017, GNP had a total of 128,730
overnight stays, the sum of hotel guests, backcountry camping, other tent camping, and RV
camping. This is an average of over 4100 overnight stays each night. Making the generous
assumption that 4 people share a single vehicle, this still results in over 1000 cars occupying
parking spots for long time periods.
While overnight guests are a considerably large group of visitors, they only make up
about 11% of annual visits to the park. Overnight stays are rare in winter months, with less than
1% of visitors staying overnight. In shoulder season months, around 8% of visitors are on
overnight trips, and in summer months 12-14% of visitors stay overnight (Visitor Total, 2017).
Not only does the sheer number of visitors increase during summer months, but we can also see
evidence of increased visit duration. These visitation patterns, i.e. increased proportions of
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visitors staying overnight, has been consistent over the past 5 years and will most likely stay the
same. (The raw data used to determine these statistics can be found in Table 3 of Appendix A.)
While there is a fair amount of data on congestion in GNP, there are still many
knowledge gaps, mostly relating to more specific visitor behaviors. For example, car counters set
up at entrances track the number of cars entering a site, but not exiting. So GNP can track the
total number of visits to a site, but have no means of estimating length of visits and popular times
of day. Another set of incomplete and ambiguous data includes records on park closures, since
there is no standard threshold for declaring a closure and reactions may be delayed. Furthermore,
there are records of when parking lots fill, but not when spots begin to open up and when
congestion subsides.

2.2 Congestion in Many Glacier
Many Glacier is a particularly popular and unique region of GNP, which many people
consider to be the “heart of the park”. This region is officially named the Swiftcurrent Valley,
but is more commonly referred to as Many Glacier, since it offers easy access to 5 glaciers.
Aside from its namesake glaciers, this region is home to many attractions, such as the Many
Glacier Hotel, the Many Glacier Campground, boat tours, driving tours, horseback riding,
watersports, hiking, and restaurants. These attractions draw large and diverse crowds to Many
Glacier, from those looking for a quick day hike to those on a weeklong getaway.
Like most popular locations in GNP, Many Glacier is opened seasonally, typically from
May to October with exceptions for hazardous weather. However, unlike many other popular
areas in GNP, Many Glacier is not located along Going to the Sun Road. In order to visit Many
Glacier by car, visitors must take Many Glacier Road (officially named Route 3). This road
stretches 12 miles from the nearby town of Babb to the Many Glacier Loop, a popular trailhead
and parking area 8 miles deep into GNP. With the exception of hiking trails, this is the only way
for visitors to access Many Glacier. A map of roads and popular locations in GNP is shown
below in Figure 5. Many Glacier sees the same problems seen throughout the park, such as
narrow lanes, roadside parking, and limited parking spaces. However, these problems are all
amplified because Many Glacier Road is a narrow dead end road. Cars often travel all the way to
the end of the road, only to find there is no parking. Moreover, cars that want to turn around are
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usually forced to travel the whole loops, since roads are too narrow or congested for U-turns.
This means the Many Glacier area retains cars longer and requires more time to dissipate
congestion.

Figure 8: Map of Many Glacier

In 2017, Many Glacier was the most crowded area, peaking with 40,815 visitors in July.
A distant second and third were Goat Lick with 16,620 in June and then Camas Road with
11,757 in July (Stats 2018). Across the many attractions in Many Glacier, there is an estimated
600 official parking spots. Despite the limited amount of parking, Many Glacier received an
average of around 1,200 to 1,300 vehicles per day during the 2017 summer, peaking at an
average 1,600 cars in one day in the busiest summer months.
Due to its popularity and unique congestion issues, Many Glacier is particularly difficult
to manage. Our sponsor has expressed interest in focusing our project on this region, with the
possibility to broaden our scope as we find feasible.
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2.3 Initiatives to Alleviate Congestion
GNP has a small toolkit when it comes to handling congestion. They use an assortment of
methods for collecting traffic information and communicating to visitors. These tools can be
considered a loose congestion response protocol, but are
generally informal, undocumented and unstandardized.
This section will discuss these methods, known effects,
shortcomings, and what is left to be learned about them.
The methods discussed are:

2.3.1 Signage, Notices & Cones
In previous years, GNP set roadside signs on several
popular highways used to enter the park. These signs
warned of congestion within the park with the aim of
deterring visitors from entering. In an effort to stop visitors from parking on road shoulders and
other prohibited areas, park rangers and employees placed traffic cones around those areas.
Visitors who fail to follow parking restrictions receive pink slips on their car, notifying them of
their violation. GNP is unaware of exactly how effective any three of these methods are in
changing driver behavior, whether it be deterring visitors from entering, lowering their
expectations, or preventing harmful parking practices.

2.3.2 Ranger & Volunteer Assistance.
Another way to have information delivered to a traffic
jam or congested area are the park’s trusted Rangers. The
parking staff works tirelessly to inform drivers in
congested areas how to park and where to go when it gets
congested. They also help enforce the one-car-in
one-car-out policy. These are the first responders on
congestion issues, responsible for noticing the
problem, deciding when to act, and carrying out those
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actions. These rangers and volunteers are major stakeholders in our project as they would be
tasked following and implementing the recommendations we give them.
2.3.3 Shuttles
There is a shuttle service for people who have already entered the park with their appropriate
pass. These visitors are encouraged to park in a shuttle hub parking lot to reduce parking in
locations that are limited. The shuttle runs from Apgar Visitor Center to Logan Pass where
visitors are required to exit off of the shuttle. Another shuttle runs from Logan Pass Visitor
Center to St. Mary Visitor Center, providing access to the eastern half of Going-to-the-Sun Road.
The shuttle stops are illustrated in Figure 8, below. Shuttles can still add to congestion as they
have to stop frequently, and other vehicles are unable to pass them on the narrow roads.

Figure 11. Shuttle Stops on Going-to-the-Sun Road
2.3.4 Chalking
Throughout GNP roads are many small parking lots, designed as pull offs for drivers to
take a break and enjoy a scenic view. These small, scattered parking lots are usually paved or dirt
lots and often lack the white lines used to guide parking. As a result, drivers park as convenient
for themselves, and not necessarily in the most efficient way. GNP rangers or volunteers have
recently begun drawing in lines with chalk in order to encourage more orderly parking and,
ultimately, fit more cars into this lot. They found visitors were responsive to the chalked lines
and the capacity of these small lots was improved (personal correspondence with Tara Carolin).
These chalkings fade by the end of the season and need to be redrawn regularly. Alternative
methods of organizing parking lots include wooden wheel stops, cement wheel stops, painted
lines, or combinations of the methods (Willbee, 2002).
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2.3.5 Park Closures & Twitter
In 2017, Glacier had to completely close an entrance due to traffic for the first time.
Closing the park is the last resort to combat congestion and Glacier aims to avoid this measure
whenever possible. GNP does not track the number of visitors or cars inside the park at a given
time, so park closures are declared based on the judgement of rangers and other employees.
When the park closes, gated entrances operate on a one-car-in one-car-out policy in order to keep
the number of visitors in the park from increasing. The social media team announces these
closures through Twitter, however, there is often a delay between when the closure begins and
when the posts are made. Moreover, there is no record of when closures end.

2.4.6 Twitter & Facebook
Twitter and Facebook are used as methods of communicating up to date information
regarding congestion in Glacier National Park. Specifically, Twitter is the primary mode of
communication for this information. Because of the limited connectivity within Glacier, this
information primarily reaches visitors outside the park and is inaccessible to visitors in the park.
Facebook is generally used for advertising the park, providing beautiful pictures, links for
visitation information, and event announcements. GNP has expressed concern that these postings
are misleading visitors into thinking the park wants more visitors and is not crowded. GNP
management has even been considering posting more “realistic” photos of the park that show
gridlocked parking lots, busy trails, and waiting lines (personal correspondence with Tara
Carolin and Mary Riddle).

2.3.7 Scaled & Increasing Prices
Like the majority of national parks in the US and other seasonal attractions, GNP uses a
scaled pricing that reflects demands at different times of the year. The same way plane flights
and hotel rooms cost more during holidays when demand spikes, GNP increases its prices in the
more popular seasons. The current cost of entering the park in a private vehicle is $20 in the
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winter (November 1 - April 30) and $30 in the “summer” (May 1- October 31). A full list of
entrance fees by type and time of year is the Table 1 below.

Table 1: Entrance Fees by Type and Time of Year
Entrance Fees by Type and Time of Year (Effective 2015-Present)
Summer Rate

Winter Rate

(May 1- October 31)

(November 1 - April 30)

Car

$30

$20

Motorcycle

$15

$10

Single Entry

$25

$15

Annual Pass

$45

$45

Entrance Type

GNP’s entry fees have also been on the rise over recent years, which is consistent with most
National Parks. Prices were last raised in 2015, the first price raise since 2006. The changes in
price ranged from no increase to a $13 increase, as depicted in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Fee Increases from 2006 Rates to 2015 Rates
Fee Increases from 2006 Rates to 2015 Rates
Summer Rate

Winter Rate

(May 1- October 31)

(November 1 - April 30)

Car

$5

$5

Motorcycle

$13

$5

Single Entry

$3

$0

Annual Pass

$10

$10

Entrance Type
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It should be noted that increased pricing was not a direct response to congestion. More
accurately, it is a response to increased cost of maintenance, which is due in part to increased
visitation.
2.4.8 Car Counters
One of GNP’s main methods of visitor use data collection is car counters. Currently, car
counters are located at the West entrance, the Saint Mary entrance, the Many Glacier entrance,
the Two Medicine entrance, the Camas entrance, the Polebridge entrance, and the Walton/Goat
Lick entrance. These car counters are a mix of inductive loop style and pneumatic tube style. All
car counters provide monthly totals of how many vehicles have entered each area. To calculate
the number of visitors each location receives, the number of busses, which is recorded manually,
is subtracted from the total number of vehicles recorded for that month. The resulting number of
vehicles is then multiplied by a calculated persons-per-vehicle constant of 2.9, this results in an
estimated total of the number of visitors each locations receives in the month. While these car
counters provide data on how many vehicles enter each area, there is no way of knowing how
many vehicles have exited any of the locations at any given time. Without a count of vehicles
that have exited each location, an it is difficult to accurately predict how many vehicles and
visitors are in a location at any given time.

2.4.9 Video Cameras
Another method used by GNP to monitor vehicles is the implementation of traffic
cameras. Shown by the Schematic of West Glacier Traffic Monitoring, the only traffic
monitoring cameras currently in place at GNP are located at the West Glacier entrance gates.
These cameras are managed by Professor Jenn Thomsen, a professor from Montana State
University. The footage captured by these cameras can only be accessed internally by Professor
Thomsen or by GNP employees. Subsequently, GNP visitors do not have access to the footage
from the Many Glacier traffic cameras and cannot use them as a method to become aware of
congestion within GNP.
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2.4 Traffic Monitoring Tools
This section will cover the various types of traffic monitoring tools that are currently
available and could potentially be implemented in Glacier National Park.

2.4.1 Car Counters
Using a human to count vehicles requires hiring a person to count the vehicles or taking
someone away from their job to count cars. The implementation of car counters in areas where
an accurate vehicular traffic data is desired can solve this problem. Car counters are pieces of
equipment that count the number of vehicles that have passed a certain point on a road. There are
many different types of car counters, but they all accomplish the same basic task of counting
vehicles. The different variations of car counters are made for different types of
implementations/applications (“Vehicle Counting Equipment”). Additionally, some car counters
can record not only the number of vehicles that have passed, but also classify the vehicles by size
and record their speed. Table 3 shows the features and benefits of the most common types of car
counters.
Table 3: Table of Car Counter Characteristics
(“Vehicle Counter Hardware”, “TRAFx Vehicle Counter”)
Type

Time Span

Portability

Key Benefits
Cost effective/easy to

Tube

Temporary

implement
Easy to
implement/Small

Magnetic

Temporary

Form factor

Inductive Loop

Permanent

Accurate
Classify by

Piezo

Permanent

weight/speed

(Passive)

Temporary

Non-intrusive

Infrared (Active)

Temporary

Non-intrusive

Infrared
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As shown in Table 3, the various types of car counters have unique sets of pros and cons as well
as use cases they are best suited for. Once the conditions and desires of GNP are further
determine, idea of implementing addition car counters within the park can be explored further.
2.4.2 Traffic Monitoring Cameras
When a live and visual representation of traffic conditions is need one common tool used
is traffic monitoring cameras. Traffic monitoring cameras record video footage of vehicular
traffic and usually stream the footage locally. In addition, the photoage from the cameras can be
streamed over the internet for the public to see, one of the options we may explore in GNP
(“TrafficVision Applications”, 2018). In addition to providing a visual representation of traffic,
the footage from traffic monitoring cameras can be analyzed by software to extract data. The
data extracted from the video footage can be recording and also used to provide alerts (“Traffic”,
2018). The alerts from the monitoring software can be trigger by events such as accidents or
increased congestion. In addition to providing alerts, traffic monitoring software can collect data
such as vehicle counts, and the type and speed of the vehicle being recorded. Finally, traffic
monitoring software and cameras can be implemented as one system or the software can be
added to an existing network of cameras (“Technical Requirements of STA”). Traffic monitoring
cameras are a feasible solution that will be assess as a possible building block in creating a
congestion management protocol for Glacier National Park.

2.5 Congestion Management & Communication Tools
This section will cover a variety of congestion management and communication tools.
Management tools include structures practices like gated entrances or increasing alternative
transportation. Communication tools include networks like radio, social media, and signage.
These tools are combined, since many congestion management tools have elements of
communication built into them, either by design or by nature. For example, a gated entrance may
be used to control the number of cars in a particular area, however, it can also communicate to
visitors if the area has reached capacity or not.
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2.5.1 Kiosks
Kiosks are small structures, much like a payphone, that display information and often can be
used to buy tickets, such as subway passes. Below, in Figure 9, are examples of typical kiosks
designed for parking lots in which cars must display receipts on their dashboards. According to
the Congestion Management Toolkit, a 2014 document provided to National Parks by the NPS,
kiosks fall in the moderate price range and are quick to implement. Kiosks can also be used to
gather information on visitor use, if they prompt for information such as duration of a parking
reservation and location. They can also be used as communication methods if they are to indicate
what areas are reaching capacity, expected wait times for parking spots, and more.

Figure 12: Examples of Parking Lot Kiosks

2.5.2 Alternative Transportation
A common response to vehicle congestion is increasing alternative transportation. This
can be implemented as a voluntary system, as GNP does now, in which visitors can chose
between personal vehicles and alternative transportation. Alternative transportation can also be
made mandatory, as done in Zion National Park since 2002, which now prohibits personal
vehicles from entering during the busy season of April to October (“Frequently Asked Questions
about Zion Canyon” 2012). While GNP already has a shuttle system, they can increase its
capacity by increasing the number and size of the busses. A single vehicle transporting many
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people is not only fuel efficient, but also space efficient. Shared transportation can be the
difference between 100 people spread out in 60 cars or 100 people in two or three busses
(“Congestion Management Toolkit”, 2014). Fitting more people into less space clears up road
space, takes up less parking space, and helps reduce the appearance of congestion. Most
importantly, by offering a robust and appealing shared transportation, parks can reduce the
number of cars that enter the park or certain areas of the park.
In addition to shuttles, parks with many waterways may consider transportation across
bodies of water. The NPS Congestion Management Toolkit, 2014, suggests a ferry service or
water taxi” may be useful in diverting some road traffic in these parks. GNP has two lakes
adjacent to Going-To-The-Sun Road, one of which spans one fifth the length of the road. A
water taxi service could, in theory, alleviate road congestion or lessen the load on the shuttle bus
system.

2.5.3 Vehicle Size Management
National Parks are no stranger to vehicle restrictions, whether it be oversized RVs,
prohibited boats, or all-terrain vehicles. Vehicle restrictions can help the park utilize its space by
encouraging for space efficient vehicles, such as compact cars or motorcycles. Some parks
incentivize drivers to carpool, use smaller cars, or use more energy efficient cars by giving them
preferred parking or lower entrance fees. This method has been used by many parks and other
places, such as New York City which recently designating parking spaces for compact cars and
reservations for shared cars (Schmidt 2018). The move to smaller vehicles can also be
mandatory, if parks pass restrictions on specific vehicles such as large RVs requiring special
permits and reservations. Restricting larger vehicles while promoting and incentivizing smaller
vehicles is a feasible way of maximizing available space and reducing congestion.

2.5.4 Highway Advisory Radio
Communicating traffic conditions to the masses can be a difficult task. One solution to
this problem, implemented by the federal government, is highway advisory radio (HAR).
Highway advisory radio allows governing bodies, such as towns or national parks, to transmit
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traffic information over an AM radio frequency designated to them by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) (“Travelers’ Information Stations”, 2015). Since AM radio
is a live broadcast, it allows for live, up to date, to be communicated to anyone who is listening
(Volpe, 2011). This form of communication has the potential to reach a wide variety of visitors
in GNP because nearly all vehicles are equipped with AM radios.
2.5.5 Traffic Gates
A common tool used to control the flow of traffic is traffic gates. Traffic gates are gates
specifically designed to limit vehicular access to an area. This can be instrumental in controlling
traffic to ease congestion or to keep vehicles out of restricted areas. Traffic gates come in several
forms depending on the physical method they use to open and their level of automation. In
Glacier National Park’s case, the level of automation is the most important feature to explore
(“Perimeter Security”). As explained by a WPI research team in Acadia National Park, manual
gates require constant human interaction by an Employee and are subject to human error, while
automatic gates can be controlled remotely or by software and are not subject to human error
(Cosmopulos).

2.6 Congestion Management Methods in Similar Settings
This section will discuss similar settings that have implemented traffic monitoring or traffic
communication systems.

2.6.1 Acadia National Park (ANP), Bar Harbor, Maine
In 2017, a WPI research team investigated the feasibility of implementing a reservation
system and gated parking to manage visitor use in in Acadia National Park, Maine. ANP
experiences seasonal fluctuations similar to GNP, as well as an overall increase in yearly
tourism. To gather more data on the subject and more closely define the problem, the research
team observed the number of cars parked at various locations at various times of the day, in
addition to the parking durations of individual cars. The team also conducted visitor surveys to
gather data related to visitors’ opinions on the reservation system. After analyzing a number of
parking congestion solutions a gate system was decided on as the best solution. In addition to
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suggesting a gate system, the team suggested that the gate system be automatic to minimize the
effect of human interference. Also, the team analyzed which parking lots were best suited for
gates based on whether the lots were enclosed and how if the lots had separate entrances and
exits. Finally, the team suggested that the gate system be implemented on the chosen parking lots
during the busy sunrise hours to analyze its effectiveness. This team’s methodology of
conducting visitor surveys, as well as collecting visitor use data, was referenced when crafting
our own methodology.

2.6.2 Nantucket Island, Massachusetts
A 2017 WPI project team investigated possible parking solutions on Nantucket, a popular
summer destination off the coast of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. The island prides itself on
preserving its quaint aesthetics and thrives from tourism. Much like GNP, Nantucket sought a
parking system that would allow visitors to enjoy the site, without destroying it such that future
generation can do the same. The team ultimately suggested three parking management solutions:
short-term, medium-term, and long-term.
The short term system, to be implemented in the next year, requires all cars display a
yearly parking pass in order to park on the island. The system is simple and easily implemented,
however interview and survey responses insinuated that the sticker system would not decrease
congestion on the island. Some subject matter experts speculated the system would worsen
congestion, as sticker holders would feel entitled to parking spaces. Revenue from the parking
pass sales would go towards enforcing the system and could additionally be used to fund public
transportation and satellite parking expansion.
The medium-term, to be implemented in the next 2 to 5 years, is timed paid parking with
prices scaled to reflect demand. In other words, this system would charge for parking by the
hour, with one hourly rate in the off season and a higher rate during the tourist season. The team
suggested using radio frequency identification (RFID) stickers on cars in order to facilitate the
collection of fees. RFID technology, the same technology used in EZ passes, has been
implemented in Vienna, Austria, in order to regulate and charge for parking.
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The long term solution, to be implemented in the next 10 or more years, includes
repurposing a waterfront property into a intermodal transportation center where visitors can park
their cars and find taxis or buses to their destinations. The team also suggests reassessing
available technology, for both enforcing parking regulations as well as collecting data.

2.6.3 Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming
A visitor use survey is a combination of data collection and surveys used to accurately
determine how visitors use the park. This study takes data from ticket sales, traffic congestion
equipment, wildlife cameras, vehicle and fee compliance, as well as many more forms of
information gathering tools. Yellowstone National Park completed a 2016 visitor use survey and
their findings were surprising. They saw that in their peak months of visitation, the visitors
became crowded and did not appreciate the landscape as much as people did on their shoulder
months (Visitor Use Survey, 2016).
Glacier National Park has not done a comprehensive visitor use survey in over 30 years.
However, due to similar visitor demographics, location, and known visitation trends,
Yellowstone’s study would be a helpful starting point for designing a visitor use survey in GNP.
Moreover, it is likely that GNP and Yellowstone have similar visitor usage. Results of the 2016
Yellowstone study may help us anticipate the kinds of visitor usage at GNP, such as duration of
stay, transportation preferences, and planning resources used. The results of this survey portray a
long-term overlook on the park as a whole. We are looking to condense this type of information
into the peak months and focus on the congested areas.
Our project will mainly utilize the data collected with car counters, ticket sales, and video
cameras. We will not be conducting our own visitor use survey for the whole GNP park because
this data would need to be collected throughout all of 2018. Nonetheless, we can use this survey
as a model of how to approach data collection and subsequently a communication system.
Knowing the kind of data that the park would be interested in can direct our survey questions in
the right direction. Knowing the intentions of visitors while they are in the park and how they
intend to use the land can help model a communication system that will reach all visitors in the
most effective way.
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3. Methodology
Glacier National Park aims to reduce vehicle congestion by improving communication of
congestion issues to its visitors, allowing them to make more informed decisions to reduce
traffic. In order to do this we investigated the feasibility of a webcam network, which would be
used to monitor live traffic conditions, and methods of communicating information to visitors, in
order to determine the most effect methods. We broke our project into five objectives:
Objective 1. Identify the existing methods for traffic management and communication
Objective 2. Assess the current state of ANP’s & GNP’s telecommunication
infrastructure
Objective 3. Identify the requirements of traffic webcam systems for ANP & GNP and
determine the most favorable webcam for each park
Objective 4. Determine the optimal locations for traffic monitoring webcams
Objective 5. Determine ways to increase communication of congestion information to the
public

3.1 Objective One: Identify the existing methods for traffic management and
communication
We started our project by developing a thorough understanding of methods used in ANP
& GNP to manage visitor congestion and communicate conditions in the park. National parks
use a variety of approaches to manage on site visitor congestion, many of which are previously
stated in Section 2.3 Initiatives to Alleviate Congestion.
Upon arrival in ANP and GNP, we continued our research through interviews with park
staff and field observations. Important contacts in Acadia National Park include John Kelly,
Management Assistant, and Jay Elhard, Interpretive Media Specialist. Kelly was able to inform
us on ground level measures taken to reduce congestion while Elhard provided us information on
the park website and communication. Moreover, we observed signage, gateways, the shuttle
system, and the parks’ NPS websites. Since our time in GNP was in the off season with no
congestion issues, we were unable to observe many management tools in action. Most of our
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foundational information on GNP is from correspondence with Tara Carolin, CCRLC Director,
and Mary Riddle, Chief of Planning & Environmental Compliance. Our main contact for
technical information regarding webcams in GNP was Ron Lehrman, Network Administrator &
Computer Support.

3.2 Objective Two: Assess the current state of ANP’s & GNP’s
telecommunication infrastructure
Through observation and correspondence with park staff, we determined the availability
and reliability of various communication methods. We investigated the primary person to person
communication methods such as AM radio, walkie-talkies, and phone. We also inquired about
electricity, internet, and cellular reception throughout the park. We were able to make most of
our inquiries prior to arriving on site, so our primary means of research, once in the park, was
observational. We traveled to different locations throughout ANP and GNP to investigate power
and connectivity options at locations such as visitor centers and major parking lots.
We also inquired and observed existing monitoring methods in the park, such as
webcams and car counters. We asked what data is collected, how it is transferred between
devices, and what is done with the data. We observed existing communication that is not
technology-based, such as signage and interactions between rangers and visitors, making notes of
when and where they are used. Finally, we talked with park rangers to learn how they determine
when and how to step in with congestion issues. We identified what the park uses as triggers for
necessary action, who makes the decisions, and what preferred actions are.

3.3 Objective Three: Identify the requirements of traffic webcam systems for
ANP & GNP and determine the most favorable webcam for each park
After assessing the existing infrastructure in each park, we proceeded to determine the
feasibility of a webcam network by looking into what infrastructure and abilities various
webcams require. After, we selected several options for webcams and compared them to
determine which are most suitable for the parks.
Before we chose specific webcams to be tested and compared, we had to establish the
basic requirements for a suitable webcam. The team gathered initial information about Acadia’s
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desired webcam features through meeting with Jay Elhard. From Jay we also acquired
information regarding Acadia’s only operational webcam. In Glacier, we met Ron Lehrman to
discuss the features of the GNP’s webcams which are strewn throughout the park. Additionally,
other necessary features were chosen based off the existing telecommunication and power
infrastructure in each park. The weather conditions of each park were also considered. Finally,
cost also influenced our choices: we did not want our traffic monitoring solution to require a
significant financial investment from either park.
When it came to researching and testing webcams for each park, we decided to consider
three different options. The first options were the current webcam from each park, one from
ANP and two from GNP. This allowed us to consider an option that each park was already
comfortable and familiar with. Next, the group considered an off-the-shelf solution. This camera
was the Spypoint Link-S, a cellular enabled trail camera. The final webcam option we considered
was a prototype webcam developed by the group. The prototype was constructed using a
Raspberry Pi and a Raspberry Pi Camera module. Additional research and testing, as well as
programing in Python, was required to turn the Raspberry Pi webcam into a functional prototype.
To determine which of the three webcams being considered was best for traffic
monitoring, we compared several features and characteristics. The main points considered were;
1. Could the webcam function with only the pre-existing infrastructure ?
2. How invasive would the webcam be?
3. Could the webcam could easily interface with the nps.gov website?
4. What are the initial and running costs of the webcam?
Once all these option were considered we were able to determine which webcam would be best
for traffic monitoring in each park.

3.4 Objective Four: Determine the optimal locations for traffic monitoring
webcams
To effectively monitor traffic, it is important to not only have the correct webcam, but
also to have the correct location and point of view. In each park, the feasibility of camera sites
were dictated by two main factors: (1) whether the site had the infrastructure to support the
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chosen webcam and (2) whether the site provides vital information on congestion. In ANP, we
traveled to the sites of interest and captured images from many available camera mounting
locations. To limit the impact of the webcams, existing structures and trees were used as
mounting locations. Additionally, in sites where one webcam did not provide sufficient
coverage, such as large parking lots, we tested several mounting locations for webcams. With
this method, we aimed to get a complete view of an area with the least amount of cameras.

3.5 Objective Five: Determine ways to increase communication of congestion
information to the public
Our last objective was to determine ways to communicate information about traffic and
congestion to visitors. To do this, we first researched visitor planning behaviors by referencing
another Acadia IQP survey results (Investigating options for parking reservation system at
glacier national park) and a Visitor Use Survey from Yellowstone National Park. We used this to
determine the most effective means for reaching visitors and what information would be most
relevant to them, whether it be historical information, forecasts, or live conditions.
We also researched how national parks communicate traffic, congestion, overcrowding,
and related transportation information to visitors. We investigated these characteristics across
many national park websites including Acadia, Glacier, Zion, Arches, Mount Rainier and Grand
Canyon National Park. The four major aspects we looked into were:
1. What information is provided to visitors? Examples include busy locations, busy times,
alternative transportation, alternative destinations and times, photos, statistics, effects of
congestion, webcam feeds, and parking availability.
2. Where is the information located? This is what page the information is on, whether it be a
small mention on a page about hiking or a dedicated page for congestion information. On
a lower, but equally important level, location also accounts for where on a page the
information is located and where it is located in relation to other information. This is the
ordering and structure of information on a given page.
3. How is the information displayed? These are the various media types and visuals used to
communicate a congestion information, such as text, photos, videos, and interactive
visuals.
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4. How can the information be accessed? All information is located on pages which viewers
can arrive at through browser search results, home page links, drop down menu items,
links off the Plan Your Visit page, and various other links throughout the website.

Finally we looked into website analytics for both ANP & GNP to gain insight on how
visitors use the website and what information they are exposed to. These analytics can be found
in Appendix B, for ANP, and Appendix C, for GNP. We compared visitation against access
points to make predictions on how users prefer to navigate through the website.
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4. Results
In this chapter, we will discuss our findings from the research executed in ANP and GNP.
Through conferences, interviews, and field research we developed a strong understanding of the
congestion issues that arise in peak visitation months. This information allowed us to develop a
potential congestion monitoring and communication system within the parks that would allow
visitors to independently combat traffic, congestion, and consequential road closures.

4.1 Objective One: Identify the existing methods for traffic management and
communication
Our research began with in-depth analysis of congestion management tools available in
national parks. This includes methods used on the ground to redirect traffic and mitigate
congestion like signage and shuttles; it also includes how information about congestion is shared
between rangers and the public. Many of these tools are discussed in section 2.3 Initiatives to
Alleviate Congestion. Below is new information ascertained while in the parks.

4.1.1 Signage
Road signs and warnings were used in Acadia with little success. John Kelly explained
that at times signs were put up to tell visitors that parking lots were full, but signs were often
ignored. Visitors would enter full parking lots and circle around waiting for spaces to open,
adding to congestion.
Glacier has attempted to do the same with similar results. Many Glacier, a popular area of
the park, is accessed through its own road separate from the rest of the park. A full description of
this setup and the issues surrounding it can be found in section 2.2 Many Glacier Congestion.
The park previously posted signage outside the entrance to Many Glacier Road which read
“Road closed to Incoming Traffic”. This signage aimed to stop cars from entering the loop when
congestion is extreme. However, many visitors persisted to enter the road and added to
congestion (correspondence with Tara Carolin).
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4.1.2 Shuttles
Acadia National Park displayed signs recommending that visitors use the free Island
Explorer shuttle buses. The signs were very effective and actually resulted in overcrowding on
the buses. The overcrowding resulted in visitors becoming stranded at remote sites like Jordan
Pond and Sand Beach without a car and without a seat on the bus. Ultimately, the Island
Explorer shuttle company contacted park headquarters and requested they remove the new
signage (correspondence with John Kelly). The GNP shuttle can also become overburdened at
times, resulting in long lines and waits for visitors to get a seat on the bus (correspondence with
Tara Carolin).

4.1.3 Ticketing
Parks have the ability to ticket illegally parked vehicles, vehicles without passes, or any
other infringements on regulations they set. However, parks want to provide enjoyable
experiences to their visitors and prefer not to ruin their day with tickets. Parks tend to avoid
giving tickets and creating more regulations that will require such enforcement. This may be
because it increases labor, requiring more rangers to enforce more rules, and revenue associated
with tickets does not go to the park. Even still, ticketing is still quite common because there are
so many visitors and many are either uninformed or apathetic to the rules (correspondence with
John Kelly).

4.1.4 Ranger Communication
In ANP, rangers communicate need-to-know information to and from dispatch using
hand held radios. Rangers may use radio to notify dispatch of car accidents, serious congestion,
or filled parking lots.This communication line is only used for quick, high importance updates,
so longer discussions are done through more private phone calls or other correspondence. In
ANP, rangers are able to use cell phones for this type of conversation, but this is not an option
for GNP. Also in ANP, the park dispatch can receive calls from visitors reporting accidents, full
parking lots, or any other kinds of issues (correspondence with John Kelly). This is less
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applicable in GNP due to lack of cell reception (Comprehensive Communication Plan
Environmental Assessment).

4.1.5 Traffic Webcams
GNP has fifteen webcams, seven of which capture some degree of road or parking lot and
eight which focus purely on scenic views. These webcams provide new images to the GNP
website every minute, which rangers and dispatch can use to identify traffic issues without being
on site (Glacier National Park Webcams). Contrastly, ANP does not have a traffic webcam
system.

4.1.6 Visitor Centers
Acadia uses its visitor centers to spread information on parking and traffic within the
park. On television screens, they display updates on congestion. These updates come from park
rangers and are not automated. The updates are close to real time, but not entirely
(correspondence with John Kelly).

4.2 Objective Two: Assess the current state of ANP’s & GNP’s
telecommunication infrastructure
Our team was able to find specific information for each park regarding radio signal, cell
coverage, power options, internet options, and existing webcams.

4.2.1 Two-way Radio Coverage
Glacier National Park utilizes a series of radio repeaters throughout the park. These
repeaters are smaller than cell phone towers and are less invasive. The radio network covers all
of the park. Law enforcement can contact dispatch in all of the places shown below. The shade
ellipses in Figure 13 highlight exactly how far each repeater can reach.
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Figure 13: Glacier Radio Repeater Coverage
Acadia is small enough to be covered by a single radio repeater located on the top of
Cadillac Mountain. This allows law enforcement to contact dispatch throughout the entire park.

4.2.2 Cellular Coverage
Acadia has significant cell-phone coverage from two carriers, AT&T and Verizon. Bar
Harbor, Somesville, and Southwest Harbor are also located on Mount Desert Island along with
the park and provide cell-phone service to their towns and villages. This allows most park
visitors to access cell-phone service while on top of Cadillac Mountain, Blue Hill Overlook,
Jordan Pond, Sand Beach, and Thunder Hole. A 2018 IQP team in Acadia, Cellular Connectivity
Status In Acadia National Park, created a heat map of the cellular connectivity in Acadia. They
found 14 of Acadia’s most visited parking lots had cellular connectivity.
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Figure 14: Acadia Cellular Connectivity Heat Map (Bergquist)

Glacier on the other hand, being 20 times larger than Acadia with no cell towers within
park boundaries, cannot provide visitors cell-phone service within its interior. The only
cell-phone service visitors may find is around Apgar Village and St. Mary Visitor Center as
illustrated below (Figure 15) in AT&T’s cell service heat map. However, we found it to be a
generous overestimate of coverage and ultimately unreliable. This was confirmed by park staff as
well.
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Figure 15: Glacier National Park Cell Signal Heat Map (AT&T Maps)

These two sites, Apgar Village and St Mary’s Visitor Center, are located at the edge of
the park where cell coverage from bordering towns extends slightly into the park. Many Glacier
is connected to internet cables up until the entrance gate but this does not extend to the trailhead
parking lots. Cellular service cannot be found on any interior hikes off of Going-to-the-Sun
Road.

4.2.4 Power
In Acadia, there are no power lines providing power to popular sites like Blue Hill
Overlook, and Thunder Hole. Additionally, the power lines at the summit of Cadillac Mountain
do not run beyond the gift shop and radio tower. Thunder Hole does not have power connection
and uses a hand carried battery to run the cash register in their gift shop. At Jordan Pond, there is
power running to the Jordan Pond House Restaurant and the surrounding parking lots. Sand
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Beach also has underground power cables that provide electricity to the bathrooms and a variable
message sign for the Island Explorer bus route.
Glacier has power lines running to most of the park’s entrances. The St. Mary Visitor
Center and entrance is connected to power lines. The Two Medicine Entrance and trailheads are
also connected to power lines along with the Apgar Visitor Center located on the west side of the
park. Logan Pass is completely off the grid, powered by a generator and solar panels.
4.2.5 Internet Options
Both ANP & GNP have limited internet throughout their parks. In ANP, internet can be
found in almost none of the popular locations like Sand Beach, Cadillac Mountain, Thunder
Hole, and The Blue Hill Overlook.
In GNP, there is internet cable running to the West Entrance, Apgar Village, Middle Fork
of the Flathead River, Two Medicine, West Entrance and Many Glacier. Logan Pass has internet
access through satellite. Additionally, GNP has significant experience and success in extending
wifi signal from locations with hard wired internet to more remote locations. They do this using
a series of repeaters, which are quite small and very noninvasive.

4.2.6 Webcams
The last piece of technology we explored were the webcam networks within the National
Parks. Ron Lehrman, Glacier National Park’s Network Administrator, explained GNP was the
first to put up webcams to display the park’s beauty and have been continually extending their
camera network. Glacier now includes 15 webcams available to the public on GNP’s nps.gov
website. The locations are shown on the map below.
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Figure 16: Glacier Webcam Locations (Glacier National Park Webcams)
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Most of their webcams are aimed toward scenic views of the mountains like Two
Medicine and Apgar Mt. shown in figure 17 below.

Figure 17: Two Medicine and Apgar Mt. Webcam Views
Although their primary purpose is to provide the public with their breathtaking views of
the park, some of the cameras are mounted to show roads and parking lots such as The West
Entrance and Logan Pass Parking Lot shown below in Figure 18.

Figure 18: West Entrance and Logan Pass Parking Lot Webcam Views

These cameras use CAT5 cable that is connected to the GNP network and power cables
to work. GNP has installed this infrastructure in many locations throughout the park. The camera
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shown below, in Figure 19, at Apgar Village can be seen connected the ethernet cable to access
the internet.

Figure 19: Apgar Village webcam with ethernet cable
Ron Lehrman, from GNP, and Jay Elhard, from ANP, both explained that the parks are
pushing for more webcams. Acadia has been experimenting with its first and only webcam
located on the shore of Thunder Hole. More information about this webcam can be found in
section 4.3 Objective Three: Identify the requirements of traffic webcam systems for ANP &
GNP and determine the most favorable webcam for each park.
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4.3 Objective Three: Identify the requirements of traffic webcam systems for
ANP & GNP and determine the most favorable webcam for each park
This section discusses the process of how we determined the correct webcams to use,
how they would physically work in the parks. We then discuss the advantages and disadvantages
of various camera options including the current webcams used in GNP and ANP, the all-in-one
Spypoint Link-S, and the custom built Raspberry Pi.

4.3.1 Current Cameras In ANP & GNP
First, we studied what cameras are currently implemented in Acadia. Acadia’s only
webcam, the North Atlantic Coastline Webcam, is shown in Figure 20. This camera is used to
“offer glimpses of sunrise, storms, sailboats, and the occasional seal and seagull, Acadia
National Park has developed a remote webcam driven by cellular data connectivity and powered
by a solar panel. During daylight hours, a static image refreshes at a rate of about once per
minute” (Acadia National Park).

Figure 20: Acadia National Park North Atlantic Coastline Webcam
(Acadia National Park Webcams)
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This camera is significantly larger than a normal security camera. It totals about 4 feet by
6 feet and rests on the shoreline rocks. It needs to be hauled inland during storms to escape the
crashing waves. Cellular connectivity was found to be the most effective way to send images
between the webcam and the NPS website. Since the camera was meant to be low impact, it runs
off solar power.
Next, we studied the cameras already used in GNP. These cameras are installed for
year-round use are housed in a weatherproof casing. These cameras, worth over a thousand
dollars, provide high quality images to the NPS website once a minute minute. The NetCam XL
3MP can be see on the left in Figure 21. It is a fixed camera that takes high quality, 3 megapixel
images. The Axis Camera, as shown on the right Figure 21, has similar image quality with the
additional ability to be controlled remotely, allowing an operator to zoom and pan.

Figure 21: Dotworks Cameras Comparison (Dotworkz)
These cameras are expensive and, since they are used year-round, are housed in
protective cases. These cases cost around $600 for the NetCam and $800 for the Axis camera.
These cases are equipped with a heating element (shown below) which allows them to melt snow
and ice off the camera housing. This prevents the camera from shutting down in low
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temperatures and prevents snow or ice from blocking the camera’s view (correspondence with
Ron Lehrman).

Figure 22: Ring of Fire Heating Element
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4.3.2 Spypoint Link-S Trail Camera
Our first consideration was the Spypoint Link-S Trail Camera. A previous 2018 Acadia
IQP investigated the feasibility of using this webcam for traffic monitoring purposes in ANP.

Figure 23: Spypoint Link-S Trail Camera (Spypoint)

Since the Spypoint is an off-the-shelf hunting camera, it is designed for simplicity of use,
not flexibility. The Spypoint Link-S is able to connect to internet via cellular data and it stores
images in the cloud. Users must create an account, with monthly fees, in order to view images
off the cloud. This makes posting the images online where rangers and the public can view them.
It could still be used for dispatch or rangers to monitor traffic, but they would all have to share
one account.
This particular model from Spypoint can only be powered by solar, however other
models by the same company run on hardwired power and there is the option of buying a larger
solar panel. This camera is fairly inexpensive compared to the ones installed in GNP and ANP.
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Table 4: Spypoint Price Layout

Some major benefits come from the compact off-the-shelf design of the Spypoint Link-S.
Since it is designed as a trail camera, it is small and easily be placed on trees. Installation of
these webcams would be simple for parks and supporting documentation is easy to find. Easy
installation is a key feature for the Spypoint since it would not be used year-round and park
employees would need to take them down and reinstall them every year. Being a drop-in
solution, the Spypoint also has the benefit of being low impact on the environment. It would not
impact wildlife or visitor experience and uses solar power as opposed to running off disposable
batteries or other non-renewable power sources.

4.3.3 Raspberry Pi Webcam
The Raspberry Pi webcam option encompassed all of our parameters completely. Shown below
is an example of how it would look when in use.
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Figure 24: Raspberry Pi Webcam

This camera has the potential to connects to internet through ethernet cable, wifi, or cellular.
Moreover, this camera can be powered by a solar panel or through hardwired power cables. This
camera is also the least expensive option. Below in Table 5 is a run down of the set up cost for a
Raspberry Pi. Note that it includes a SIM card interfacing board which would only be necessary
should the park choose to connect to internet via cellular.
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Table 5: Raspberry Pi Costs

Should the Raspberry Pi be connected through hardwired internet and power, it would
require neither the SIM card interfacing board nor the solar panel and battery pack, totalling to a
cost just over $100. The BOM, Implementation Guide, and code for the Raspberry Pi webcam
can be found in appendices E, F, and G respectively.
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4.3.4 Comparing Webcam Options
In both parks, any webcam solution would require the ability to access a FTP server in
order to send images directly to their respective NPS websites. Due to proprietary limitations, the
SpyPoint Link-S was unable to do that.
In GNP, traffic cameras in many areas could be powered by hardline electricity and
connected to the internet through ethernet cables. This makes their current webcams and the
Raspberry Pi equally feasible. However, the Raspberry Pi is only a small fraction of the cost,
making it more appealing for short time use. Since it requires very little power, it can be powered
by a single solar panel module, making it easier to expand their camera network beyond where
existing power is.
Although the current cameras in GNP are excellent for year-round views of scenery, the
park is not open year-round. This means the park and its visitors have no need for traffic cameras
during the colder months when congestion is not an issue. Moreover, cameras for monitoring
traffic do not need to be as sophisticated as those used for capturing the ever changing scenery of
GNP; there is no need for super high quality images or advanced features like remote operated
panning and zooming. A single, stationary camera is sufficient for monitoring traffic. It is worth
noting that this would require more effort on the part of park staff, which would have to install
and reinstall the cameras each year.
In Acadia, they have almost no hardwired internet access so any cameras used there
would also need the ability to connect to internet via cellular network. Moreover, there are fewer
power lines running through ANP than GNP, so cameras in many locations would have to be run
off the grid. The same seasonal issues apply to cameras in ANP: cameras either need to be
weatherproof or need to be taken down and reinstalled each year.

4.4 Objective Four: Determine the optimal locations for traffic monitoring
webcams
After investigating multiple potential webcam sites in each park, the team was able to
select which sites to focus on. In ANP we chose to focus on the parking lots at Cadillac
Mountain, Blue Hill Overlook, and Jordan Pond. All of these sites were heavily impacted by
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traffic and congestion. Additionally, these sites all have cellular network signal sufficient enough
to upload images to the NPS website. Visiting each of the chosen sites in ANP, and capturing
images from potential webcam mounting locations, allowed us to determine how many webcams
each site needed to fully capture an area. Four cameras were needed at the Cadillac Mountain
parking lot. Of the four locations, three of them were mounted on trees and one was on an
informative sign. These locations and camera views are shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Cadillac Mountain Webcam Locations
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Only one camera was needed to monitor Blue Hill Overlook. One of the many trees
surrounding the lot gave the camera a vantage point high enough to capture the entire lot. This
location is shown below in Figure 26.

Figure 26: Blue Hill Overlook Webcam Location
At Jordan Pond, three cameras were needed; two in the main parking lot, and one in the
first overflow lot shown in Figure 27 below.
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Figure 27: Jordan Pond Camera Locations
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At Sand Beach, one camera was needed, on the pole of an existing camera that was
powered by solar panels. This camera location is shown below.

Figure 28: Sand Beach Camera Location
Finally, we were able to use satellite images, the images capture, and the various camera
locations to create graphics detailing the exact location of each potential webcam and the view
that each webcam would be capturing.
In GNP, we focused on the Apgar Visitor Center Lot, the Saint Mary Visitor Center Lot,
Two Medicine. All of these sites had enough congestion problems to warrant traffic monitoring
webcams. Additionally, all of the sites chosen in GNP either had existing webcams or the power
and networking needed to support a webcam. This meant that adding webcams in these locations
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would not require adding or altering existing infrastructure. The Avalanche Campground and
Many Glacier were also considered as potential sites in GNP, but both locations would require
significant additions to infrastructure to be able to accomodate webcams.
Due to weather and road closures, we were unable to go to each site an capture images, as we did
in ANP. Instead, the group used satellite imagery of the sites to estimate how many webcams
each site needed and where they should be located. The locations of the existing infrastructure at
each location as dictated the webcam locations. With this information, we were able to create
graphics showing the location and orientation of each potential webcam. At the Apgar Visitor
Center Lot,only one webcam is needed. This webcam could be mounted on the Apgar Visitor
Center because there is already a webcam mounted mounted on the Visitor Center, meaning the
infrastructure is already in place for a webcam. In addition, this location would be able to
capture a majority of the parking lot as shown below.

Figure 29: Apgar Visitor Center Webcam Location
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The St. Mary Visitor Center Entrance and Parking lots would benefit from two camera
locations shown below. The red camera is an already existing camera on the building facing
west.

Figure 30: St. Mary Visitor Center and Entrance
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The Two Medicine Entrance and Trailheads would have three camera locations shown
below. One is located at the entrance to watch incoming traffic at the gate and the other two at
lower trailhead parking lots.

Figure 31: Two Medicine Camera Locations

4.5 Objective Five: Determine ways to increase communication of congestion
information to the public
We found that, based off pre-planning trends, the most effective way to reach visitors is
through the NPS website. To maximize the number of people reading congestion information,
we recommend ANP & GNP create and/or maintain Traffic & Travel tip pages: dedicated pages
for displaying information on this subject. To maximize views of this page and make it easily
accessible to website users, the parks should post it on both their home page and as a link on the
Plan Your Visit drop down menu. Finally, the parks should make creative visuals for quickly
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communicating important communication. Parks should utilize information and images captured
by the proposed webcam network.

4.5.1 Pre-planning Trends
According to a thorough visitor use survey done in Yellowstone National Park, 79% of
visitors planned the timings of their visit over a month in advance. Of that 79%, 18% planned
over a year in advance. Only 11% of visitors planned their visit within a week of their visit, and
3% on the day of. Another IQP which was able to conduct surveys in ANP found 16% of
visitors plan more than a 6 months in advance, 38% 3 to 6 months in advance, and 21% 1-3
months in advance. Only 10% of visitors decided on the timing of their visit to ANP within 2 to
4 weeks of visiting and 15% decided the day of their visit. It is worth noting that these surveys
were taken in the early shoulder season (late August through early September) and do not
necessarily capture the same type of visitor as those that come in the peak season. Shoulder
season is more popular to local residents and repeat visitors who are familiar with the park
(correspondence with John Kelly). This is important because it means a lot of visitors are
determining the time of their visit while they still have access to the NPS website and other
online sources.
Moreover, the same study found that 41% of visitors do “some pre-planning” and another
31% do “careful pre-planning”. The most common resources used in pre-planning were maps,
the Glacier NPS website, and tour books with 60%, 55%, and 37% of visitors using those
sources respectively. Based on this information, we determined the most effective ways for the
park to reach visitors is through the official NPS website (Yellowstone).

4.5.2 Analyzing Website Usage
Within the NPS website, we looked at visitation trends among different pages from
website analytics. Acadia Website Analytics can be found in Appendix B. It’s worth noting, the
analytics provided were for February 2017 to February 2018 when Acadia did not have their
current Traffic & Congestion Page so visitation to that page is currently unknown. However, we
were still able to learn about general website usage. To no surprise, we found Acadia’s most
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viewed page is the home page, where the average user spends 1 minute 31 seconds. Other
popular pages for this park included Camping, Maps, Plan Your Visit, Basic Info, and Hiking.
While few of the most popular pages were featured on the home page, all are easily found using
the drop down menu located at the top of the webpage.
Glacier National Park’s website usage, as determined from analytics gathered October
2017 to October 2018, varied greatly from that of ANP’s. GNP Website Analytics can be found
in Appendix C. GNP’s most visited page is its webcam page that is most popular to fans of the
park who like to view the scenery and check conditions from home. Sites with the following
highest views are the home page, Current Conditions, Plan Your Visit, Maps, Camping, and
Basic Info. The Current Conditions page is used to announce weather, location accessibility,
campground status, and more recently, links to fire information. This Current Condition page
does not provide links from this page to the webcam views, which provide live views of
conditions throughout popular sites.
We analyzed how different information can be accessed on the NPS website. The major
ways to access NPS webpages are from search results, navigating through the drop down menu,
clicking links off the home page, and clicking links from the Plan Your Visit page. One
additional way to access pages is by clicking links nested in other pages, however this option
was not investigated due to lack of more specific website analytics and the complexity of
analyzing correlations between nested links and visitation. So, for the top ten most viewed web
pages, based on total views in the previous year, we recorded which access methods as listed
above were available to users. A summary of those results is below in Table 6.
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Table 6: Page Visitation vs Access Points.
Total

Site

Views

Home
Entrance % Drop Down Menu Access

Page
Link

Plan Your
Visit Path

Entrances

Webcams

2763668

63%

No

Yes

No

1729865

Home Page

2135539

65%

NA

NA

NA

1380399

Current

Yes (Under Basic

Conditions

1051932

19%

Information)

Yes

No

203067

Plan Your Visit

662755

21%

Yes

Yes

NA

139553

Yes (Under Directions &
Maps

520917

18%

Transportation)

NA

No

95527

Camping

469833

30%

Yes (Under Things to Do)

No

No

140303

Basic Info

415633

6%

Yes

No

Yes

25900

389547

8%

Yes

No

Yes

31477

Eating &
Sleeping

Yes (Under Directions &
GTSR

282992

43%

Transportation)

No

No

121822

Things To Do

244438

10%

Yes

No

Yes

25157

Based off these findings, it’s reasonable to assume the drop down menu is a frequently used tool
for navigating the webpage. Adding links to a page on the drop down menu can significantly
increase users’ ability to find the page and, consequently, can increase visitation of the page.

4.5.3 Organization of Traffic & Congestion Information
Acadia now has their Traffic & Congestion page as the main article on the home page
(Figure 31), however it is not accessible through the drop down menu (Figure 32). It can be
found as the third link on the popular Plan Your Visit page, as shown below in Figure 33.
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Figure 32 & 33: Acadia NPS homepage & drop down menu
("Acadia National Park (U.S. National Park Service)")

Figure 34: Links as posted on nps.gov/acad/planyourvisit/index.htm
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Aside from the dedicated Traffic & Congestion page, this such information is not prominent on
the website. It is occasionally mentioned on pages such as the Directions & Transportation page
as motivation to use the free shuttle system, shown in Figure 35 below.

Figure 35: Congestion information as seen on nps.gov/acad/planyourvisit/directions.htm

The Traffic & Congestion Page itself contains general information on overcrowding,
followed by Parking Legally & Responsibly, Low-Impact Transportation Options, Experience
Special Places in New Ways, Make it a Maine Experience, Doing it Without a Car, and Make the
Most of Island Explorer Routes. Links to the Island Explorer appear on five different pages, the
first of which directs to the Make the Most of Island Explorer Routes section of the page, and the
other four direct to the Island Explorer route map, which is outside of the NPS website.
ANP also posts information on parking lot statuses on their Parking page, accessible only
through the home page link. The page lists major parking lots including Cadillac Mountain, Echo
Lake, and Jordan Pond. It lists the number of available parking spots for regular and oversized
vehicles, whether or not the parking lot is currently open for use, and busy times of day for that
parking lot. The information is not live, but will provide insight on traffic patterns in the past. An
image of this is shown below in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Image of parking lot status from nps.gov/acad/parking.htm

Glacier National Park, while ahead of Acadia in webcams, is behind in congestion
communication. GNP lacks a designated web page for traffic, congestion, or over crowding and
searching those terms on the website yields only news results. However, Glacier has Getting
Around page which ranks 25th most viewed out of all GNP’s pages. This page boasts a series of
links to status updates including the Road Status page (shown below in Figure 37) which depicts
road closures on a map. This page shows some of the most up-to-date information regarding
traffic and road access throughout the park and is accessible through the link on Getting Around
as well as by clicking a featured link on the home page. Despite it’s fairly prominent display, this
particular page ranked 292nd most viewed with less than 400 unique viewers, about half of
which leave the Glacier NPS website after reaching this page.
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Figure 37: Road Status Page (https://home.nps.gov/applications/glac/roadstatus/roadstatus.cfm)
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Many other parks have similar traffic & congestion pages, all with varying names and
information. Arches, for example, calls its page the Traffic & Travel Tips page while other parks
call theirs “Avoid Summer Congestion” (Mount Rainier) and “South rim Crowding: A Survival
Guide” (Grand Canyon). These are are often accessible through the drop down menu, located
under Directions & Transportation as well as from a link on the home page. This page aims to
inform visitors of when and where the park is most congested and suggests ways to avoid the
congestion. Zion National Park, the first and only park to restrict personal vehicles from
entering, has a similar approach to Arches on its Traffic & Travel Tips. There is still limited
parking available within the park, so Zion still has to fight congestion in select areas. Its Traffic
& Travel Tips identifies busy times of day and specific locations to avoid, features photos of
crowding, and concludes with advice on how to visit. A section of their webpage can be seen
below in Figure 38:

Figure 38: Zion Traffic & Travel Tips page (Zion Traffic & Travel Tips)

4.5.4 Shuttle Advertising
Both ANP & GNP have free, voluntary shuttle systems; ANP offers the Island Explorer
and GNP the Going-to-the-Sun Shuttle and the seasonal Hiker’s Shuttle. Within the information
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about ANP’s Island Explorer can be found by following any of four links on the Directions &
Transportation page and is mentioned occasionally on pages for hikes. As explained by park
staff, hikers are significant contributors to congestion because they occupy parking spots for long
periods of time, making it difficult for the casual day viewers to find short term parking spots.
Information for the GNP Shuttle System can be found through a link on the Getting
Around page. The official path for locating the Glacier’s Shuttle System page shows the page is
nested underneath Directions & Transportation; however, the only way to access the shuttle page
through Directions & Transportation is by clicking a link that will first take you to Getting
Around where you have to locate a link to the actual shuttle page.
Many other parks with shuttle systems display links to this information on the home
page, in the drop down menu under Directions & Transportation, and as links on their congestion
pages. It is common to see information on car congestion paired with information on the shuttles.

4.5.5 Creative Visuals
Many National Parks, with reputations for taking aggressive congestion management
action, have creative visuals on their respective traffic & congestion pages. Examples include
charts, interactive images, and webcams.
Arches National Park’s Traffic & Travel Tips page boasts a photo of cars lined up outside
an entrance gate followed by advice on when to visit. Their most interesting visual though is a
Daily Vehicle Entrance Chart, which depicts visitation from 2016 (Figure 39). It contains notes
explaining spikes in visitation such as national holidays. They also provide a threshold for when
parking lots are at maximum capacity all day, as denoted by the red line and caption.
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Figure 39: Daily Vehicle Entrances, Arches National Park, 2016

At the bottom of its Traffic & Travel Tips page, Arches offers links to webcams showing car
build ups at the main entrance and traffic on a major state road leading into the park. The main
entrance camera is managed by the park and can be easily used to determine current conditions
for visitors planning when to arrive. This is shown in Figure 40 (Arches). Arches also has a
similar parking page to that of Acadia’s, which can be accessed from a link on the bottom of the
Traffic & Travel Tips page next to the webcam link. This is shown in Figure 40, below.
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Figure 40: Links to Webcams and Parking Page from the bottom of Arches’ Traffic & Travel
Tips Page (nps.gov/arch/planyourvisit/traffic.htm)

Zion National Park starts its Traffic & Communication with a four minute video detailing how to
use their shuttle system, the only vehicle transportation allowed in the park. This video explains
all the information written below on the page such as where shuttles run, places of interest,
accessibility, and benefits of implementing a shuttle system.
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Mount Rainier displays an interactive image of a parking lot on it’s Avoid Summer
Congestion page (Figure 41).

Figure 41: Mount Rainier Interactive Visual on Summer Congestion Page

Sliding the vertical bar left to right reveals images of a parking lot before and after the
park has opened to visitors. It also shows images of crowded parking lots throughout the page,
most of which have illegally parked cars.
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5. Recommendations
5.1 Implementing Test Webcams
Both ANP and GNP should implement a system of traffic monitoring webcams to
provide congestion information to visitors. Additionally, we recommend that each park uses a
single site as a proof of concept of the traffic monitoring webcam system.
In ANP we recommend that the test implementation take place at Cadillac Mountain and
the Blue Hill Overlook. This site is secluded and only has one access road, which makes
analyzing the effectiveness of the cameras simpler. Also we recommend that ANP uses the
Raspberry Pi Webcam powered by solar panels and connected to cellular networking as their
traffic monitoring webcam.
In GNP we recommend that Two Medicine be used as the test site for implementing a full
scale traffic monitoring webcam system. This area is separated from the rest of the park so assess
the outcome of the implementation will be more feasible. The financial investment GNP is
willing to make for implementing traffic monitoring webcams effects our recommendation of
which webcam they use. If GNP would like to temporarily test use webcams to monitor traffic
in Two Medicine and do so with minimal financial investment, we recommend using the
Raspberry Pi webcam. On the other hand, we recommend GNP continue using the AXIS v5915
PTZ webcams, if GNP would like to implement traffic monitoring webcams permanently and
make a more sizable financial investment.
Once the test webcam systems have been implemented, the parks should assess their
effectiveness. If the test systems prove effective we recommend that the parks expand their
networks of webcams. The parks should also explore adding traffic monitoring webcams in sites
with more limited infrastructure, such as Thunder Hole in ANP as well as Many Glacier and
Avalanche in GNP.
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5.2 Utilizing the website to communicate congestion
This section will cover ways to enhance the ANP & GNP websites in order to better
communicate traffic information. It will include suggestions for what information to include to
ensure visitors are getting the most useful information, how to display the information to make it
easiest for visitors to understand, and how to make it easily accessible to visitors so the most
people will see it. By addressing these three points, we can better inform visitors of traffic &
congestion issues.

5.2.1 Increasing Page Accessibility
ANP’s Traffic & Congestion page is visible, but difficult to access after leaving the home
page. To maximize accessibility of the Traffic & Congestion page, we suggest ANP and GNP
place their Traffic & Congestion pages on their home pages and, more importantly, on their drop
down menus. A logical place to put is us nested under Directions & Transportations as other
parks do. However, they may also consider linking this information under Basic Info. A third
place to advertise this information is on the Plan Your Visit page.

5.2.2 Structuring a Traffic & Congestion Page
Many of the forerunners in congestion management have dedicated pages to identifying
the problem in a way relevant to visitors and providing alternatives. What this means is,
information on the page is focused and pre-digested for viewers. It’s important to keep in mind,
the average time a single person spends on a single page is around one and a half minutes (1
minute 35 seconds on the Acadia website and 1 minute 29 on the Glacier website). Long
paragraphs will not convey all the desired information parks want to communicate. A list, or
possibly a chart, of areas that crowded, times of year congestion is at its worst, and times of day
congestion peaks would be the most fastest way to inform visitors.
Quickly following what not to do, viewers should be informed as to better alternatives. If
they cannot see the most popular attractions at the time and date they wanted to, what can they
do? Suggesting alternative locations, times, and dates will allow visitors to take action on the
congestion information they received. Providing specifics on this such as less popular attractions
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within the park, destinations outside of the park, activities in shoulder season, and exact days of
the week to visit, and times of day to arrive will be most relevant to potential visitors planning
their trips. For example, the Grand Canyon National Park website recommends specific train
routes to less popular destinations for visitors seeking sunset views. These recommendations
account for the experience the visitor is seeking, the time of day, transportation methods
depending on the visitor’s starting point, and of course which destinations are less crowded. The
exact presentation of this information can be seen below in the snapshot of the Grand Canyon’s
South Rim Crowding page (Figure 42).

Figure 42: Segment of Grand Canyon’s South Rim Crowding: A Survival Guide

Along the vein of alternative transportation, ANP and GNP are able to offer many
different options for touring the park without a personal vehicle. The congestion page is an ideal
place to provide brief descriptions and links to these options. These options would include the
free shuttle systems, concessionaires which provide vehicle tours of the park, carriage rides (for
ANP), boat tours, bicycling, and walking. Presenting all these options in a simple condensed list
would help visitors quickly see all their options, without scrolling through images and text, and
find links to more information.
Any other creative visuals, which will be discussed in the section below (section 5.2.3
Creating Compelling Visuals) should also be displayed on this site or linked to through this site.
A final, small modification worth considering is the title of the congestion page.
Presenting the page as a source of travel tips may attract more pre-planning viewers, since
calling the Traffic & Congestion page, while accurate, is not fully capturing the information on
the page.
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A mock up of a basic Traffic & Travel Tips page can be found in Appendix D. This mock
up is purely for explanatory purposes and information in it would need to be tailored to the park.

5.2.3 Creating Compelling Visuals
We recommend the park develop visuals using the live feeds and data collected from the
webcams. Examples of this would include the live webcam feed, parking lot status, yearly
visitation chart, time lapse videos, and an interactive calendar lookup. These can help
communicate information quickly to website users once they’ve reached the Traffic & Travel
Tips page.
The first, and possibly simplest, visual to add to the ANP or GNP websites would be
access to live feeds of images. This would provide visitors with the most up-to-date information
on traffic conditions in the park. This would be beneficial to visitors making final decisions on
their plans the day of their trip. It could also be displayed on televisions on visitor centers so
visitors already in the park can adjust their plans based on current conditions.
GNP could mimic the Parking page that ANP currently has, which provides parking lot
status as described in section 4.4.5 Organization of Traffic & Congestion Information. ANP’s
information is based primarily on ranger observation and potentially car counter information.
However, to make it more accurate parking lots would need to be monitored and tracked hourly.
Doing this manually would be hard for the parks since staff is working at full capacity during the
peak season. Instead, parks could store images from webcams and refer to them later in the off
season, using the images to fine tune congestion information throughout the year and throughout
the park.
A simple graphic either ANP or GNP can create is the yearly visitation chart Arches
provides on its congestion page, described in section 4.4.5 Organization of Traffic & Congestion
Information. This would require car counters that track daily entrances as well as ranger insight
or webcam data similar to that used for parking lot status page.
After implementing even a single webcam, ANP or GNP could easily create time lapse
videos by pulling images from a webcam off the website. This visual would allow website
visitors to see how parking lots fill and congestion forms throughout the day. The movement of a
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running video on the Traffic & Travel Tips page would also capture viewers’ attention and
quickly illustrate the conditions in the park without a single word.
Taking this one step further, ANP & GNP can create interactive databases for webcam
images and timelapses. Website users would have the ability to select a date from a calendar,
indicating the time they are interested in visiting the park (diagrammed in Figure 43). For
example, a user wants to visit GNP on Labor Day. After selecting a date, the page would display
a timelapse of various parking lots or roads from Labor day of the previous year.

Figure 43: Diagram of interactive database concept

6. Discussion
6.1 Limitations of Raspberry Pi’s as webcams
The Raspberry Pi’s offer a noninvasive and affordable option for implementing a
webcam network; however, there are some limitations including weather proofing and ease of
use.
Raspberry Pi’s can be easily placed in a waterproof case to protect them from the
elements in the summer, but they are not fit for use in the winter. During winters, snow and ice
buildup on the camera could impair vision while low temperatures can force the Raspberry Pi to
shut down. The park could invest in cases that contain heating elements, but this is an additional
cost and would ultimately add little value to the traffic monitoring system. During colder months
when a heating element would be required, there is little to no traffic and monitoring is
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unnecessary. Raspberry Pi cameras can be taken down at the end of the busy season or mid
shoulder season, before winter weather kicks in.
The Raspberry Pi unit is fully programmable, which is both an advantage and a
disadvantage. The benefit is parks are able to set them up exactly how they want and make any
changes, any time. The downside of this, is that it takes specific programming knowledge to do
so. While the Raspberry Pi’s program is fairly simple as far as programs go, it isn’t user friendly
the way a hunting camera would be. This means troubleshooting or making changes to the
Raspberry Pi cameras could be difficult for parks if they do not have the required expertise
available.

6.2 Future Enhancements
Any webcam network, even one as basic as the Raspberry Pi’s, provides the opportunity
for automated mass data collection. Webcams are a great way to reliably collect lots of data with
minimal labor required after setup. This puts the parks in a great position to do analysis and learn
visitor usage and traffic trends.
One way to do this would be through image processing software which will analyze
images to derive numerical data. Software, such as TrafficVision, can be implemented on
pre-existing webcam systems to do this analysis. Many of these software programs are designed
for monitoring moving traffic and have advanced features like detecting stopped vehicles, slow
moving traffic, and accidents. Other softwares used for parking lot monitoring, such as
PureActiv Vehicle Counting, are able to count the number of cars in a parking lot (Car Counting
Solutions). For the sake of analyzing a road where congestion builds up (such as outsides
entrance gates in GNP or the road leading to Cadillac Mountain’s summit in ANP), the parks
could investigate simpler options for image analysis.
Regardless of the exact software used, image analysis will process these images to
provide useful information regarding traffic and congestion that can be used for real time updates
plus historical data collection. After implementation of a basic webcam system, park rangers and
visitors will be able to use live views of traffic to inform their decisions on traffic monitoring and
trip planning. However, this requires the user to first view the webcam images, which could be
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plentiful if many webcams are implemented, and then to determine whether or not there is
congestion. With image processing, a computer will keep unfaltering track of parking lots and
roads and could give “predigested” information to rangers and staff. Images with full parking
lots or stopped traffic could appear with a status bar that reads “full”, “in need of attention”, or
any other notification. Moreover, this program could automatically send notifications to rangers
when there are issues so they only need to check the webcams when an issue is detected. All
these forms of automation will help reduce ranger workload and help in taking prompt action
against congestion issues.
Another method that could be used to expand the upon the traffic monitoring webcam
system is a bus mounted webcam. This solution would be applicable to both parks. Both parks
have areas with limited connectivity the could still benefit from being monitored by webcam.
Additionally, both ANP and GNP have shuttles that travel along their most popular roads.
Webcams mounted on these shuttle busses could capture images while traveling along the park
roads. The images would be taken at predetermined GPS locations, such as the entrances to
parking lots and frequently congested areas. The images would then be uploaded when the
shuttle was in range of WiFi or a cellular network. Using this method areas that do not have the
infrastructure to support webcams could still be monitored in near real time.

6.3 Outcome Assessment
A final future consideration is outcome assessment. After implementing the webcam
system and website changes for a year or more, parks should consider looking into the outcomes
of such changes. Parks should look into the impacts that webcams had on rangers’ abilities to
respond to congestion issues. Moreover, the park should investigate what impacts changes to the
website impacts visitor behavior on the website. Finally, the park should try to determine the
effects of providing webcam views and traffic information to visitors. Are visitors changing their
behavior after learning the information, if so how? This is a huge undertaking since it requires
extensive information about the visitors, but it would be very beneficial for understanding how
visitors make decisions and for deciding a future course of action for the park.
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7. Conclusion
Acadia National Park and Glacier National Park are both experiencing record numbers of
visitors every year. This influx of visitors has created significant congestion. This congestion has
warranted the need for better methods of monitoring and communicating congestion issues in
both parks. In an effort to alleviate these congestion issues the group developed solution
involving monitoring and communicating congestion information. Specifically, we assess the
feasibility of various traffic monitoring webcams and explored methods of effectively
communicating congestion using the NPS website. Ultimately the goal of the was to provide the
public with the information necessary to organically solve the congestion issues the parks are
experiencing.
Research into both parks’ current methods of monitoring, managing, and communicating
congestion was conducted. This research, along with the parks desires, were considered in
creating solutions for monitoring and communicating congestion. It was determined that both
ANP and GNP have the infrastructure and resources to implement a system of congestion
monitoring webcams. Additionally, both parks would benefit from making alterations to their
websites. These alteration could provide visitors with additional information regarding
congestion as well as make the information easier to access. With these addition to the parks’
congestion monitoring and communication, the visitors would be better prepared to s
autonomously manage congestion.
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7. Appendices
Appendix A: Tables
Table 1: Total visitors to GNP by year

Total Visitors By Year
2000

1,728,693

2001

1,680,614

2002

1,905,689

2003

1,664,046

2004

2,033,933

2005

1,925,101

2006

1,964,399

2007

2,083,329

2008

1,808,027

2009

2,031,348

2010

2,200,048

2011

1,853,564

2012

2,162,035

2013

2,190,374

2014

2,338,528

2015

2,366,056

2016

2,946,681

2017

3,305,512
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Table 2: 2016 Monthly Visitation by Location

Location

JAN

FEB MAR

Camas

0

0

Goat Lick

0

Many

Peak

Peak

Season

season

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

Low

Low

0

1509

3817

6749

11757

11634

6985

2281

1418

0

3817

11757

0

0

0

4044

14041

15418

12503

9259

0

0

0

4044

15418

0

0

0

776

5900

22066

37518

36062

23499

1440

1405

0

5900

37518

Polebridge

336

121

153

738

2339

4545

8206

8594

5365

3240

580

138

2339

8594

Saint Mary

230

284

321

1076

3160

3490

4450

4167

2335

1360

0

0

2335

4450

0

99

156

1050

6403

23092

37553

36780

25378

1382

0

0

6403

37553

0

0

0

0

766

12666

28712

22739

11325

0

0

0

766

28712

0

0

0

1200

6470

10768

19996

14706

12242

1230

1552

0

6470

19996

5190

5576

7179

14072

32801

75984 131468 122071

79220

17127

6455

4581

230

383

477

2126

10329

39248

63686

39038

2742

0

0

Average

639.6

675.6

867.7

2269

7300 19266.8 32786.4 29917.3

19512

3117.8

1267.8

524.3

7300 32786.4

total

5756

6080

7809

20421

65700 173401 295078 269256 175608

28060

11410

4719

65700 295078

Glacier

Ln 1
Saint Mary
Ln 2
Saint Mary
Ln 3
Two
Medicine
West

32801 131468

Entrance
Saint Mary

70715

10329

70715

Lanes*

*Saint Mary Lanes is a summation of values in Saint Mary Ln 1, Ln2, and Ln 3.
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Table 3: 2017 Visitation by Month & Type

2017 Visitor Usage by Month & Type
January

February

March

April

May

June

14,690

13,802

19,336

38,323

177,787

620,962

Visitors

16

27

16

76

220

1,525

Concession Lodging

0

0

0

0

2,628

21,918

Tent Campers

35

10

55

120

4,636

24,835

RV Campers

72

18

99

207

5,061

26,970

0

0

0

0

0

0

Campers

29

30

38

44

442

3,760

Misc Campers

0

0

0

0

25

163

136

58

192

371

12,792

77,646

Recreation Visitors
Non-Recreation

Concession
Camping
Backcountry

Total Overnight
Stays

2017 Visitor Usage by Month & Type (Continued)
July

August

September

October

November

December

2017 Totals

1,009,665

908,479

389,137

84,469

15,594

13,268

3,305,512

4,171

4,335

3,731

1,622

43

25

15,807

37,458

36,205

11,019

0

0

0

109,228

43,965

44,609

9,191

145

45

15

127,661

35,412

32,208

11,193

273

81

45

111,639

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11,553

14,462

3,405

216

11

21

34,011

342

311

39

0

0

0

880

128,730

127,795

34,847

634

137

81

383,419
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Appendix B: Acadia National Park Website Analytics

Intentionally Left Blank

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108
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Appendix C: Glacier National Park Website Analytics
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115
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117

118
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Appendix D: GNP Traffic & Travel Tips Mock Up
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Appendix E: Raspberry Pi Webcam BOM

Raspberry Pi Webcam BOM
Main Components:
Item
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B
Raspberry Pi Camera
16GB microSD Card
Pelican 1060 Micro Case (Clear)

Cost
$37.30
$25.00
$7.79
$22.19

Power Components:
Item
MicroUSB Power Supply

Cost
$9.99
OR

Solar Charger Kit
MicroUSB Cable (As short as possible to avoid voltage drop)

$148.00
~$7.50

Cellular Components (Work in Progress):
Item
Adafruit FONA 3G Cellular Board
Lithium Ion Polymer Battery
1ft MicroUSB Cable(4)
Prototyping Wires
AT&T SIM Card
Cellular Antenna:
Slim Sticker-type GSM Antenna
OR
SMA to uFL Adapter Cable
GSM 3G 4G LTE Antenna or similar
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Cost
$79.95
$9.95
$9.99
$11.99

$2.95
$3.95
$9.79

Appendix F: Raspberry Pi Implementation Guide

Raspberry Pi Webcam
Implementation Guide

Written by: Trevor Rizzo
For the use of the United States National Park Service
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Materials Needed:
All parts required for making a webcam unit are listed in the BOM.
Internet Connection is required during set up and while running the webcams.
The following materials are required for setup only:
microSD Card Reader
USB Flash Drive
USB Keyboard
USB Mouse
HDMI Cable
TV/Monitor with HDMI Input
A computer (any OS can work)

Formatting the SD Card:
Download Operating System:
The first step in setting up a Raspberry Pi webcam is to format it microSD card. The microSD
card is the Raspberry Pi’s main data drive and holds the Raspberry Pi’s operating system.
The most common operating system used for Raspberry Pis and the one we will use for the
webcam is Raspbian. Raspbian is a a custom adaptation of the Linux distribution Debian made
specifically for the Raspberry Pi. To format the microSD card with Raspbian you must first
download Raspbian from the downloads page on the raspberrypi.org website (here). We will be
using the version of Raspbian with a desktop environment to make setting up the Raspberry Pi
easier. On the downloads page (shown below) click the link to download “Raspbian Stretch With
Desktop”. Make sure to choose “Download ZIP” and not “Download Torrent”.
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Once the file has finished downloading, locate the file in your downloads folder.

Right-click on the downloaded zip folder and choose “Extract All…”
The following window will then appear.
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Choose “Show extracted files when complete” and then click the “Extract” button.
Once the zip file is done being extracted, a window with a new folder will appear. Inside the
folder will be a disk image file. This will be the disk image that we image the microSD card with.
Imaging a microSD card can be described as copying the content of another data drive (the disk
image) to the microSD card
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Imaging SD Card:
Now that the disk image with the Raspbian operating system has been downloaded and
extracted, it is ready to be imaged onto the microSD. This can be done on any computer with
any disk imaging software. For this tutorial I will be using win32DiskImager on a Windows 10
computer, another common software to images disks is Etcher. If you do not have a disk
imaging software, download one now.
First, open win32DiskImager
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Next, click the blue file icon in the upper right corner of the page to select an image file.

Navigate to the disk image that was extracted in the last section. Select the image and press
“Open”.
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Now that the disk image has been selected, it is time to choose a drive to image. Choose a
drive to image by selecting a drive from the drop down menu under the word “Device” in the
upper right corner of the window. The drive letter you want to choose is the drive letter of the
microSD card.
The drive letter of the microSD card can be determined by viewing the drop down menu without
the microSD card inserting into your computer.

Make note of which drive letters are in the drop down menu
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Then insert the microSD card into your computer and reselect the drop down menu.

The drive letter that did not appear previously is the drive letter of the microSD card.
Select the drive letter of the microSD card and press the “Write” button to begin imaging the
microSD card.

The status bar above should appear while the microSD card is being imaged.
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The software will notify you when the microSD card imaging has been completed.

The microSD card is now imaged and can ejected and removed from the computer.
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Before Power Up:

Figure XX. Top Side of Raspberry Side

Figure XX. Bottom Side of Raspberry Side
https://www.adafruit.com/product/3055 (image source)
Before powering on the Raspberry Pi, you must first connect all the necessary peripherals. The
camera module is the most difficult and sensitive connection to make so it should be made first.
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The Raspberry Pi Camera connects to the Raspberry Pi with a ribbon cable. One end of the
ribbon cable should come attached to camera module. The other end of the ribbon cable
attaches to the top side of Raspberry Pi with the ribbon cable labeled “CAMERA” (Port 1 in the
image above). To connect the ribbon cable to the Raspberry Pi lift up slightly on the top of the
connector and insert the ribbon cable with the exposed contacts (silver colored metal) facing the
HDMI connector (Port 2), then gently push the top of the connector back into place.
After connecting the camera, be sure to remove the protective sticker from the lense.
Next connect the following peripherals into their respective ports; connect the HDMI cable to the
HDMI port (Port 2), connect the keyboard and mouse to the USB ports (Port 3), and insert the
microSD card into the microSD slot located on the bottom side of the Raspberry Pi (Port 6).
After these connections have been made the raspberry Pi is ready to be powered on. The
Raspberry Pi does not have any power buttons so it will boot as soon as the power cable is plug
into Port 5.
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Configuring the Raspberry Pi:
Now that the the Raspberry Pi has been physically configured and has it’s microSD card
formatted, it is time to configure the Raspberry Pi’s software.
Changing the Password:
All Raspberry Pi’s with Raspbian installed with them start off with the same default username
and password (username: pi, password: raspberry). To avoid any potential security breaches
from this, the first thing we will do after booting up the Raspberry Pi for the first time is change
the default password.
After the Raspberry Pi has finished booting you will be greeted with the desktop environment.

The first step in changing the default password is opening a “Terminal” window. This can be
achieved by clicking the taskbar icon highlighted in blue in the image above.
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You will then be greeted by the window above. Using the terminal is as simple as typing in a
command and pressing enter. To change the password enter the command “passwd”.

You will then be prompted to enter the current password, which as previously stated, is
“raspberry”. After successfully entering the current, password you will be prompted to enter a
new password of your choosing and then to verify the new password. If you are successful in
changing the password, you will receive the message shown in the image bellow.
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TIP: You can type the command “clear” at anytime to clear the terminal and be left with a
window to when you opened terminal.

The next step in setting up the Raspberry Pi is connecting it to the internet. If you are using a
wired internet connection, connect the CAT5/6 cable to the CAT5/6 port (Port 4 in the image
above).
If you are trying to connect the the Raspberry Pi to Wifi, the process is almost as easy.
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To connect to a wireless network, click the Wifi icon in the right side of the taskbar. Then
choose your desired network from the dropdown menu, and enter the network’s password if
necessary.
Updating the Raspberry Pi:
Now that the Raspberry Pi is connected to the internet, the operating system and the installed
software can be updated.
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Go back to the terminal window (or open a new window) and enter the command “sudo apt-get
update”. Now wait for the update to complete. The update is completed when
“pi@raspberrypi:~ $” is shown.
When the update is complete enter the command “sudo apt-get update”. This will begin the
next step of the updating process.

Once prompted with where you want to continue type “y” and press enter. The Raspberry Pi will
then continue to update. This process may take some time; the update is completed when
“pi@raspberrypi:~ $” is shown.
Enabling the Raspberry Pi Camera:
Even though the Raspberry Pi Camera is physically connected to the Raspberry Pi, we must
enable the electrical interface via software in order to use it.
To enable the Raspberry Pi Camera interface, we will again use the terminal. First, enter the
command “sudo raspi-config”, this will open a graphical menu. To navigate the menu use the
arrow keys on your keyboard and the enter key to select the highlight option.
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Once in the raspi-config menu, move to and select “5. Interfacing Options”.

Within the Interfacing Options menu, choose the first menu item “P1 Camera”.
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You will then be prompted to choose if you want the camera interface enabled. Choose
“<Yes>” to enable the camera interface.
You will then be brought back to the original menu., where you should move to and select
“<Finish>”.

When prompted if you would like to reboot choose “<Yes>”.
The Raspberry Pi will then reboot and the camera interface will be enabled.
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Configure Camera Code:
Configure FTP Parameters:
Now that the Raspberry Pi has been setup and updated, the final step in the configuration
process is to add the code that captures images and uploads them via FTP.
The first thing to do is to download the FTP zip folder from here.
Once the file has finished downloading locate it in your downloads folder.

Then, right-click on the zipped “FTP” file and select “Extract All…”
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The following window will then appear.

Choose “Show extracted files when complete” and then click the “Extract” button.
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In the newly opened file explorer window, right-click CaptureAndUpload.py and choose open
with WordPad.

Find the section highlighted above at the top of the opened document. Change each term
within quotation marks to match the file name, url, username, and password of the desired FTP
connection. Make sure to leave the quotation marks around each term.
After entering all the parameters for the FTP connection, save and then close the file.
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Next, copy the entire extracted “FTP” folder to a flash drive and insert the flash drive into the
Raspberry Pi. When the flash drive is inserted into the Raspberry Pi the following window will
appear.

Choose “Open in File Manager” and select “OK”. A File Manager window will be open showing
the files on the flash drive.
Next, open another File Manager window using the file icon in the left side of the task bar.

With the two windows side by side, drag the “FTP” folder from the flashdrive to the”pi” folder on
the Raspberry Pi. This will copy the file and its contents to the Raspberry Pi.
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The flash drive can then be ejected by selecting the eject icon on the right side of the taskbar,
and then select to eject the flash drive. Once ejected, the flash drive can be removed from the
Raspberry Pi.
Setting Frequency of Image Capturing:
The final step in configuring the FTP connection is setting how often the Raspberry Pi should
capture and upload and images. This will be performed using crontab which is used to execute
scheduled programs in linux based systems.
To begin this process we will, again, open a terminal window.

In the terminal window, type the command “cd ./” to move to the root directory. Next, enter the
command “sudo crontab -e”.
When prompted to choose an editor, press enter to choose “node”. Node is a text editor that
runs inside of terminal. To use node, use the arrow keys to move to cursor and type with the
keyboard as usual.
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Under the existing text in the document, add the first of two lines boxed in green shown above:
“HOME = /home”
The next line sets the frequency at which the Raspberry Pi captures and uploads images over
FTP. The second of the green boxed lines (“*/5 * 6-20 * * ./pi/FTP/RunCaptureAndUpload.sh”)
captures and uploads an image every 5 minutes from 6am (06:00 hours) to 8pm (20:00 hours)
everyday. We can adjust time between photos and the daily timeframe for taking photos. A
general format for doing this is inputting */A * B-C * *, where A is the time between photos in
minutes, B is the start time, and C is the end time, in military time.
“*/5 * 6-20 * *” to “* * * * *” to capture and upload an image every minute of everyday. For more
frequency options visit crontab.guru and h
 ttps://crontab.guru/examples.html.
Once a frequency has been chosen, add the second line with the modified frequency.
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Next, press Ctrl+X to exit node. When prompted to save press “y” and then enter.
The FTP setup is now completed and the terminal window can be closed. Now, anytime the
Raspberry Pi is powered on and connected to the internet it will capture and upload images via
FTP and the set frequency.
Before powering down the Raspberry Pi, ensure that the FTP connection is functioning. If the
connection is verified, the Raspberry Pi can be powered down and placed in its new location.
Setting Up Cellular Network Connection:
This feature of the Webcam was not fully implemented during the project term for more
information on implementing this connect with the Adafruit FONA Board visit:
● https://www.adafruit.com/product/3147 (note required materials)
● https://learn.adafruit.com/fona-tethering-to-raspberry-pi-or-beaglebone-black/overview
● https://www.digikey.com/en/product-highlight/i/initial-state/pi-3-fona-tutorial
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Appendix G: Raspberry Pi Webcam Code
#CaptureAndUpload.py
By:Trevor Rizzo
#Captures an image and sends it Over FTP
from picamera import PiCamera
from picamera import Color
import time
import ftplib
#Define FTP parameters (Change these)
fileName = 'wpi' #name of image file (program automatically adds .jpg)
url = 'nps.upload.akamai.com'
username = 'WPI_USER'
password = 'WPI_PASSWORD'
#Capture Image
camera = PiCamera() #create object of type PiCamera
camera.start_preview()
camera.annotate_background = Color('black')
camera.annotate_text = (time.strftime('%m/%d/%Y %H:%M:%S')) #add timestamp
to image
time.sleep(5)
camera.capture('/home/pi/FTP/%s.jpg' % fileName) #capture image and save
to FTP folder
camera.stop_preview()
camera.close()

#Upload Image with FTP
#Starts FTP session with FTP url, username, and password
session = ftplib.FTP(url, username, password)
image = open('/home/pi/FTP/%s.jpg' % fileName, 'rb')
session.storbinary('STOR %s.jpg' %fileName, image)
image.close()
session.quit()
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